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www.oriel-lighting.com.au | quality lighting at affordable prices

METTE.35 SHADE ONLY
SKU:OL64469/35

Natural cane woven rattan shade only

Description
Lending itself seamlessly to a variety of styles including eclectic, scandinavian, coastal,
the Mette pendant shade will be a beautiful addition to any home. The spacious rattan
weave and wide shade pairs perfectly with a decorative LED globe. The Mette has a
43mm shade ring, suitable for use with our Parti Suspensions ( Avaliable seperately).

Additional information

Brand Oriel Lighting

Colour NATURAL

Bulb Qty 1

Bulb Type E27

Wattage 60W

Bulb Included NO

Recommended Globe A-LED-23704227

Voltage 240V

Overall Height 30

Overall Width 35

Overall Depth 35

Fitting Height H300

Fitting Diameter D350

Fitting Material Rattan Cane

Lamp Shade Bottom Dim D330

Shade Fitting Type 43mm Top Shade Fitting

Supplier Code OL64469/35

UPI 9324879218207

Accessories - Required Shade only – needs a Suspension

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY
lights) should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed
Terms and Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject
to change. 
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DIY A Competant Handy Person can DIY

Warranty / Guarantee 12 Month Warranty
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